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7160-0006, 7110-0995, 7160-0430

Form 
ARMREST PRINTER MOUNT-PENTAX POCKETJET
PJ-673 WIRELESS PRINTER

Product Revision

If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868

Printing Spec:

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

  PS-001

The 7160-0006 and 7110-0995 Armrest Printer Mounts for Pentax Pocketjet printers are typically 
mounted on a top plate installed between the driver and passenger seats while the 7160-0430 is 
mounted to the back side of compatible console boxes.

The hardware bags supplied with the mounts includes bolts, washers and nuts to 
attach the printer mounts as shown below.

The height of the Armrest can be adjusted by tilting the upper portion of the mount back and 
loosening the bolt wich runs down the center of the pole. Position the Armrest at the required
height and re-tighten the bolt.

The Pentax Pocketjet Printer is installed by removing the Retainer Bracket and sliding the printer
into the mount. Re-attach the Retainer Bracket to hole the printer in place.  Connect power
and data cables to the printer and secure them with cable ties.

Paper Rolls are installed into the Printer mount by releasing the latch and opening the 
Armrest/Cover. Place the paper roll on the nylon rod and feed into the printer per the 
instructions supplied with the printer. Close and latch the Armrest/Cover to protect the paper.
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